


 

John, Shauna, Olivia & Paige Hinton 

 

Lester & Paula Hinton 

Thank you for your interest in our sale!  After several years of historic 
drought, tough cattle prices and expensive inputs, we are feeling very 
fortunate to have maintained our herd.  We made the last few years 
work with lower quality feed and dry ground, and the cattle have 

proven to be resilient and able to bounce back when the rains came 
and feed quality improved.   

You’ll see a little less performance in this set than we are used to, but 
the genetics are there, and the calves out of these bulls will be as good 
as you’ve come to expect from us.  As always, our bulls are developed 
consistent and steady, with our goal to have them in great shape for 

turnout without causing issues from overfeeding and getting them too 
heavy.  We want them to go right to work for you and last for many 

breeding seasons.   

We genuinely appreciate each and every customer, and look forward to 
a greener future together! 



 
Sale Contacts: 

John Hinton 541-892-4264 

Shauna Hinton 530-905-2220 

Lester Hinton 541-892-0040 
 

DV Auction Customer Support 402-316-5460 

Register for bidding at DVAuction.com 

Schedule: 

Bulls will be semen tested in Early March and can be delivered/picked up any time after 
testing is complete. 

Heifers may be picked up upon receipt of payment. 

Payment: 

Invoices will be available for sale purchases within 48 hours of sale closing.  Payment is 
due upon receipt. 

Shipping: 

Free delivery within 200 miles for all offerings in this sale.  Beyond that, we will help 
coordinate shipping for all buyers. Health certificates will be done as needed.  All     
animals will be sold with current brand inspection.  

Guarantee:/Health: 

All animals will be guaranteed breeders.  Bulls will have breeding soundness exams  
performed in early March.  First breeding season soundness and fertility guarantee on 
all bulls.  All issues to be verified by a veterinarian.  Please get in touch with us early if 
you have any concerns or problems. 
Semen Interest: 

Sellers retain 1/3 semen interest on all bulls in the sale offering.  Buyer will have 100%    
possession on all purchases. 

This is a timed, 1 day event.  Bids will be taken all day 2/22/23, 
and will close starting at 6:00pm PST. 

~NO BUYER’S FEE OR COMMISSION~ 



If you aren’t able to bid online, get in touch with John 541-892-4264, 
or Shauna 530-905-2220 and we will get you in touch with a        

representative who can help. 












































